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Shaikh and Guo: Measurement of Carbamazepine plasma levels
Carbamazepine is one of the most frequently prescribed antiepileptic drugs and influence of genetic
differences, sex, age and race on the plasma levels of carbamazepine and its metabolites is well known.
The objective of this study was to assess and compare the compliance, safety and toxicity in different age
and gender groups of Chinese epileptic patients on the basis of therapeutic drug monitoring results of
carbamazepine, since Han-Chinese are at higher risk of developing serious and fatal adverse effects when
exposed to carbamazepine. The therapeutic drug monitoring results of carbamazepine in epileptic patients,
obtained with validated methods were complied, evaluated and compared for compliance, safety and toxicity
in different age and gender groups of Chinese epileptic patients. The therapeutic drug monitoring results
of males and females were separately compiled and thereafter each gender group was further divided into
children, adults and elderly as different age group. All age groups in both gender groups were evaluated
for therapeutic, sub-therapeutic and toxic ranges. It was found that 45 % of samples of total samples had
sub-therapeutic levels and 55 % of all samples had carbamazepine levels in therapeutic range, and none of
gender and age group found in toxic range. Compared to males, female samples were more in number of
sub-therapeutic levels. Populations of children males and children females were having more samples in
sub-therapeutic levels as compared to adult and elderly males and females, respectively. However, it needs
further evaluation. The findings of present study revealed that majority of patients were in sub-therapeutic
levels. It is suggested that regularly therapeutic drug monitoring of carbamazepine should be performed
and dose of carbamazepine in epileptic patients should be adjusted only after therapeutic drug monitoring
results in order to assess the compliance, optimize the efficacy, safety and minimize the toxicity.
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Carbamazepine (CBZ) is a dibenzazepine derivative
(carboxamides, fig. 1) used frequently due to its
efficiency and economical cost. However, adverse
effects of CBZ can be very distressing. CBZ has many
dangerous adverse effects, one of which is StevensJohnson syndrome (SJS). SJS is an uncommon,
life threatening, immune complex hypersensitivity
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Fig. 1: Chemical structure of carbamazepine

condition involving mucous membrane and skin[1].
CBZ is extensively used in all over the world in
the management of epilepsy, trigeminal neuralgia
and bipolar disorder[2]. CBZ has several effects on
the environment and human. Therefore, assessing
the adverse effects of this drug is very essential and
valuable[3]. CBZ is nearly entirely metabolized in the
body and only slight traces are excreted unchanged
in urine. The peak plasma concentration Cmax was
1.9±0.3 μg/ml and the time to reach t1/2 the peak was
19±7 h after a single 200 mg oral extended-release dose
of CBZ. The reference range of CBZ concentration has
been described to be 4-10 μg/ml. CBZ has complex
pharmacokinetics for example auto-induction of
metabolism, drug-drug interactions and high serum
protein binding that favors use of therapeutic drug
monitoring (TDM)[4]. Like other antiepileptic drugs of
first generation, central nervous system adverse effects
are frequently perceived with higher doses of CBZ.
A strong link of dangerous skin reactions with the
human leukocyte antigen (HLA) allele HLA-B*1502
has been frequently witnessed in South Asian origin
patients, chiefly in Han-Chinese and Indians during
CBZ usage[5,6]. Data of these results advocate that HanChinese which carries the HLA-B*1502 allele are at
higher danger of getting toxic epidermal necrolysis
(TEN) and SJS when they use CBZ[6]. Heart defects
are the main type of deformities observed in children
exposed to CBZ and a high risk of neural tube defects
(NTDs) of 0.5-1 % have also been stated on CBZ
usage[7]. Findings of one report stated that 6.3 % of
infants born to women of South Indian population
had cardiac deformities, which were prescribed CBZ
as monotherapy[8], other reports have stated that this
incidence is only 0.7 %[9]. There are also published data
proposing that use of CBZ, could be accountable for
fetal malformations but the proof is not yet strong till
date[10]. There is also statistically noteworthy proof that
CBZ if used as the only anticonvulsant agent causes a
doubled risk of fetal deformity[11]. Plasma concentration
of CBZ is significantly influenced by many factors;
for example age, body weight, gender, auto induction,
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dose of CBZ and concomitant usage of other drugs[12].
CBZ clearance meaningfully modifies in elderly and as
well as children patients and also may be influenced by
weight of body[13]. It has been noted generally within a
reference range of plasma concentrations, therapeutic
effect of most of the antiepileptic drugs accomplished;
while too low concentrations are more probably to
produce an inadequate effect, and on other hand, too
high plasma concentrations are commonly related
with serious side effects. TDM is recommended for
a number of antiepileptics and usually used as very
important tool for individual patients for selecting
the optimum therapy regimens. This attitude further
apprehends and helps the physicians in knowing why
some patients do not respond reasonably to a specific
dosage. Additionally, TDM help us to evaluate noncompliance, besides that variation in pharmacokinetics,
which arises among and between the individuals
and the elements accountable for these type of
variation can be examined[14]. Numerous methods are
available in literature for the measurement of CBZ
in patients of epilepsy including chromatographic
and immunoassay methods. High-performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC) assays are limited by a
lower limit of quantitation, since these assays are not
sensitive enough[15]. To overcome these issues, a massspectrometry (MS) is more sensitive and significantly
more specific than other liquid chromatography
detectors and mass spectrometry provides structural
distinctiveness of the distinct components with
high molecular specificity and detection sensitivity.
The liquid chromatography/mass spectrometry
(LC/MS) coupled provides synergistically improved
selectivity and sensitivity during separation and
detection. Therefore simple, rapid and accurate
LC/MS assay method for the quantification of CBZ has
been developed, validated and successfully applied in
TDM of Chinese epileptic patients in our laboratory.
In this study, retrospective analysis of therapeutic
monitoring results of CBZ obtained with stated
LC/MS method was carried out and besides that, new
samples were also quantified with enzyme-multiplied
immunoassay technique (EMIT) method, and analysis
of TDM results of CBZ obtained with EMIT was
also carried out. The rational reason behind choosing
an immunoassay method was a good correlation that
was found in our laboratory between LC/MS and
immunoassay methods for quantification of CBZ in our
previous study. The present study is directed towards
evaluating and comparing the plasma levels of CBZ in
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Chinese epileptic patients obtained with above stated
assay methods for assessment of compliance, safety
and toxicity in different age and gender groups.
TDM data of CBZ obtained with LC/MS in our
laboratory was compiled. Some new samples were
also measured with an immunoassay method. CBZ
TDM results of total 142 epileptic patients obtained
with stated two methods were compiled, evaluated
and compared for compliance, safety and toxicity in
different age and gender groups of Chinese epileptic
patients. The calibration curve of LC/MS is presented
in (fig. 2) and calibration curve of EMIT is presented
in (fig. 3).
The TDM results of CBZ plasma levels of all patients
were compiled in Microsoft Excel system and data was
recorded and evaluated by registered pharmacist using
statistical software of SPSS. The results were further
characterized as per plasma concentrations levels of
CBZ into (sub-therapeutic range, therapeutic range and
toxic range) and males were separated from females
and then each gender group was further subdivided into
children, adult and elderly patients as sub-group. The
number of male patients (81) was more than female

Fig. 2: LC/MS calibration curve of carbamazepine
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Fig. 3: Enzyme-multiplied immunoassay technique calibration
curve of carbamazepine
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patients (61). All patients were between the ages of 4 to
85 y. The blood samples of epileptic patients who were
using CBZ were drawn at Qilu Hospital of Shandong
University.
The simple methods for measurement of CBZ has been
validated in our laboratory and applied successfully
in TDM of CBZ in Chinese epileptic patients. TDM
results of CBZ obtained with these methods have been
evaluated and compared for assessment of compliance,
safety and toxicity in different age and gender
groups of Chinese epileptic patients in this study.
Chung et al.[16] in a study found a link in carriers of
HLA-B*1502 alleles and CBZ-induced SJS/TEN.
These all patients were Han-Chinese living in Taiwan
during that period, while 101 patients were found as
CBZ-tolerant (with no adverse reactions at least 3 mo
of expose) and 93 blood samples of randomly selected,
biobanked DNA from healthy subjects attended as
control subjects. Authors added another new 16
Chinese cases in 2006, with CBZ-induced TEN/SJS
and described that out of 60, 59 patients were + for the
HLA-B*1502 allele, though the only one patient without
HLA-B*1502 was found + for another B15 allele,
HLA-B*1558.6. The results of that data suggested that
Han-Chinese who carries the HLA-B*1502 allele are
at a more higher risk of getting TEN/SJS when they use
CBZ, supposing a 0.25 % prevalence of CBZ-induced
TEN/SJS in recently recommended CBZ to patients in
Taiwan[6]. In our study, 55 % of Chinese patients taking
CBZ had drug in therapeutic level and our results were
agreed with Kiran et al.[17], they reported that 52.4 %
patients had plasma levels of CBZ in therapeutic range,
and our findings were little lower to that found by
Shakya et al.[18], who reported 79.3 % patients had
concentration levels of CBZ in therapeutic levels.
The plasma CBZ levels were found in sub therapeutic
level in 45 % of patients and none of patients found
in toxic levels. The major reason of less plasma
concentration of CBZ than predictable may be due
to poor patient compliance. Compliance can be
improved by restricting to a least the number of daily
doses and by monitoring the drug level routinely. The
females had 57 % samples in sub-therapeutic levels
and males had only 36 % samples in sub-therapeutic
levels. Sirmagul et al.[19] reported that combination of
phenytoin with CBZ results in higher concentration in
men than women. Our potential explanation of these
more number of sub-therapeutic samples in females
may be due to poor compliance or pregnancy because
decreased plasma levels possibly due to increased
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metabolism of CBZ in pregnancy. As compared to
adults and elderly patients in males and females,
children males and children females were having more
number of samples in sub-therapeutic levels. This may
be due to also non-compliance or possibly due to CBZ
is more quickly metabolized to their metabolite CBZ10, 11 epoxide in young children as compared to adults.
The CBZ’s pharmacokinetics in children patients of
age 0.3 to 15 y is comparable with that in adults[20].
Demographic information of all patients is presented
in (Table 1). The concentration results of CBZ, in males
and females are separately presented in (Tables 1 and 2),
respectively. CBZ also has diverse physicochemical
characteristics, short half-life and narrow therapeutic
window. Many medicines could increase the risk of
buildup by inhibiting the metabolism. There are some
well-known drugs to cause noteworthy rise of CBZ
levels i.e. erythromycin and other macrolides. Huge
inter-individual variances in apparent plasma halflife are associated with auto-induction and narrow
therapeutic window are the main reasons of TDM of
CBZ. CBZ plasma levels are straight forward connected
with dose, therapeutic effects and adverse effects.
Quantifying plasma concentrations are very helpful.
A low concentration levels reveals either deprived
current compliance or under treatment. Deprived
compliance is suspected when recommended dose to
patient is not related to measured low concentration or
earlier concentration levels guide that the concentration
measurement levels should be greater for the certain
TABLE 1: CARBAMAZEPINE CONCENTRATION
LEVELS IN MALES
Groups
Children
Adults
Elderly
Total

Therapeutic
Subrange
therapeutic
N (%)
range N (%)
7 (44)
9 (56)
39 (72)
15 (28)
6 (54)
5 (46)
52 (64)
29 (36)

Toxic
range
N (%)
0
0
0
0

Total
no of
samples
16
54
11
81

The children, male samples were more in sub-therapeutic range as
compared to adult and elderly male samples

TABLE 2: CARBAMAZEPINE CONCENTRATION
LEVELS IN FEMALES
Groups

Therapeutic
range N (%)

Children
Adults
Elderly
Total

5 (36)
16 (40)
5 (71)
26 (43)

Subtherapeutic
range N (%)
9 (64)
24 (60)
2 (29)
35 (57)

Toxic
Total
range
no of
N (%) samples
0
14
0
40
0
7
0
61

The samples of females were more in sub-therapeutic levels as
compared to males. The children female samples were more in subtherapeutic range as compared to adult and elderly female samples
November-December 2017

dose[21]. Several kinds of drugs have interactions
with CBZ. In the group of antiepileptics, primidone,
phenytoin and phenobarbital increase the clearance
of CBZ by two times through induction of CYP3A4,
and diminish its half-life, in adults, to an average of
8 h. The CBZ-10–11-epoxide’s clearance also seems
to be influenced by enzyme inducers, e.g. it is enlarged
around twice by phenobarbital[22]. The present results
suggested that there is different metabolic pattern in
different gender and age groups. For ensuring maximum
efficacy, safety and avoiding toxicity, necessary and
routinely therapeutic monitoring should be done in all
age and gender groups and dosage should be adjusted
on the results of plasma levels of CBZ because clinical
response is highly associated with plasma levels of
CBZ in epileptic patients.
In conclusion, The TDM results of CBZ were evaluated
and compared for compliance, safety and toxicity in
different age and gender groups of Chinese epileptic
patients. TDM results showed that almost half of
the total samples were in sub-therapeutic levels. The
samples of females were more in sub-therapeutic levels
as compared to males. The children, male and children
female samples were more in sub-therapeutic range
as compared to adult and elderly male, and adult and
elderly female samples, respectively. The findings of
this study are extremely useful and suggesting us that
further investigations are required especially in patients
with an insufficient seizure control and if patients
are taking appropriate dose with proper compliance,
than all patients with low concentration levels may
require more dosage especially in children due to
rapid metabolism of CBZ and this will be especially
true when CBZ is co-administered with other antiepileptic drugs. However; it needs further evaluation.
Although there is no any sample in toxic range but
all patients specially Han-Chinese must be evaluated
for HLA-B*1502 alleles prior to CBZ exposure.
Since CBZ has low therapeutic range and CBZ is an
associated with high risk of serious adverse effects,
hence it is suggested that all patients must be screened
for HLA-B*1502 alleles prior to prescribing them
CBZ and plasma levels of CBZ should be regularly
monitored in order to assess the compliance, optimize
the safety, efficacy and minimize the toxicity. The
present findings are very helpful for neurologists and
as well as epileptic patients specially in optimizing the
daily dosages of CBZ.
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